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1 This  paper  discusses  the issue of  the enormous lexicon of  Arabic  borrowings  shared
among Persian, Turkish and what he refers to as the Indic languages of the central Islamic
oicumene. Before this, in his (1991) book entitled Form and Meaning in Persian Vocabulary:
The Arabic Feminine Ending,  the writer had described a mechanism for delineating the
boundaries of the geocultural area within which Persian functioned as the inductor and
distributor of Arabic vocabulary, and based upon that work, he focuses on Arabic lexical
and morphological classes and presents further examples of diagnostic and culturally
freighted borrowings into Persian, Turkish and some other languages. He concludes that
despite  the  almost  total  orthographic  uniformity  of  Arabic  etymons  and  Persian
borrowings, an issue like the dichotomy of feminine-endings provides many clues to the
progressive assimilation of whole classes of Arabic loan words into Persian, and some
other languages.
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